VOLITION

DESK SYSTEM BROCHURE
All freestanding office furniture blends the accessibility of traditional desking with the efficiency of panel-based systems, but it takes Volition to create a workspace that is uniquely yours.

With its simple profile, the core of the Volition system sets itself apart by fitting in. When building a design from the ground up, this provides a backbone for options like privacy screens and modesty panels to create visual impact. However, when incorporating new furniture into an existing layout, it allows the desking to blend seamlessly with other furniture lines.

Worksurfaces in widths from 24” to 72” and in two depths accommodate any size space. Likewise with over 1” of adjustability, leg glides guarantee a stable installation on every flooring surface. And with unlimited paint, laminate, and fabric combinations, Volition harmonizes with nearly any color palette.

Your office furniture has to do more than suit the look of your space. It also has to suit your changing needs. Volition responds with add-on worksurfaces and curvilinear peninsula shapes that transform a desk into a meeting space at the swivel of a chair.

When the meeting is around a coworker’s desk, privacy features help ensure that you will be able to focus on the task at hand. Upholstered desktop screens provide acoustic dampening and a tackable surface in addition to creating a visual boundary. End panels and modesty panels can maximize either air circulation or coverage, improving concentration by increasing comfort. With Volition you can finally have the open plan office that works for you.

Every component of Volition was thoughtfully designed to be both aesthetically pleasing and highly functional. Although stanchions primarily support overheads or countertops, as part of the Volition line they are also tailored frames for privacy screens. The screens themselves are a combination tackboard, acoustic dampener, and divider, but they also create a finished look when bridging the gap between an overhead and desk.

Rigid Wireway - Flexible desk jumpers connect the power systems of adjoining desks, reducing the number of feeds required.

Stanchion Mounted Receptacles - can be used to make electrical and datacomm connections.

Mounted Overheads - are mechanically fastened to the desk frame, providing secure lockable storage.

Worksurface Mounted Screens - provide privacy independent of stanchions and overheads.
On Worksurface Mounted Screens - visually divides two stations at the edge of a worksurface.

Power Pole - connects ceiling power feeds with the furniture’s 10-wire electrical system.

Grommets - provide easy access to the wireways within and facilitate the use of power poles.

Partial End Panel - improves accessibility and increases leg room at desk intersections.
Full Modesty Panels - provide unbroken coverage for the front of a transaction counter.

Full End Panel - enhances privacy, reduces noise, and encloses storage cabinets beneath the desk.

Partial Modesty Panel - reinforces the professional yet approachable aesthetic of a peninsula desk.
Volition not only exceeds ANSI/BIFMA standards, it couples convenience items to its safety features. A 10-wire electrical distribution system can be housed within the desk’s horizontal structural beam to supply power at the worksurface without overtaxing building circuits or running dangerous extension cords.

The leg supports contain channels that allow power and data lines to be run discretely within the furniture from base feeds or from ceiling feeds via power poles. Grommets in the worksurfaces and legs provide access to these cables right where you need it.

Also helping to keep access to power and data at hand and under wraps are relocatable power taps. These RPTs allow receptacles to be put in the stanchions that support overheads or transaction counters. The stanchions are universally designed to accept electrical power and datacomm faceplates, and keep the sensitive connections out of sight and away from harm behind a door.

Desktop clutter isn’t limited to cables and cords, so Volition provides additional storage solutions. Accessories that hold everything from hanging files to pencils can be secured to the desk framework by using tool rails. Notes and reminders hung on tackable upholstered privacy screens are right where you need them every time.

Volition even offers lockable storage to secure personal items, documents, and reference materials. A center drawer can be mounted to the worksurface for small items and supplies, while Venus or Universal overhead cabinets mounted on stanchions keep larger items within easy reach. In addition, Volition coordinates with the entire CI storage line, opening up a range of storage options from filing cabinets to kiosks that can be keyed alike.

Volition is also compatible with the PowerWorks and System XXI panel lines. It attaches to the framework of either system via specialized brackets, allowing you to retain the desking even if you remodel with fully powered panels.
SHOWROOM APPOINTMENTS

Take the opportunity to try before you buy and visit our showroom located in Tumwater Washington. Correctional Industries’ knowledgeable and friendly staff will assist you in finding the products and services that are right for you. Or check out our design center and select from a variety of fabric and laminate samples, pick up our newest catalogs and brochures, or come in for a personalized chair demonstration. To schedule an appointment please call our Administrative Sales Assistant at 360.725.9100.

Correctional Industries
801 88th AVE SE
Tumwater, WA 98501

DIRECTIONS FROM I-5
Take the Scott Lake Exit 99 and travel East on 93rd Ave SW. Continue through two all-way stops, and turn left onto Tilley Road S (Tilley becomes 88th Ave SE). Enter the Washington State Light Industrial Park on your right. Visitor parking is in the front.

MISSION STATEMENT
Correctional Industries is committed to maintain and expand work training programs which develop marketable job skills, instill and promote positive work ethics, and reduce the tax burden of corrections.